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Five Years ago, four young girls lost everything. Now living on their own, they are now teenangers, and
their goal is to get revenge on the man who destroyed their lives.
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1 - New Beginings

Five years ago, four girls lost their home,and Mother. Their Father Henry Fisk Killed their mother and
had an attepmt to kill them. They are older now, and working on controlling they're powers. They're
names are Patzie, Crystal,Fade,and Flame...And Now, they're journey begins
--------------------------------------------------------------

Patzie: WHICH ONE OF YOU HAS MY BLACK AND RED POLKA-DOT UNDERWEAR?!
(The other three girls stare at her with embarassment.)
Crystal:Did you check to see if you were...wearing them...?
(Patzie pauses then looks down her shorts.)
Patzie:Oops! Guess I forgot I put them on yesterday!Sorry Guys!
Crystal:You'll be even more sorry when we need theraphy.
Fade:(Sigh) I think we already need shrinks.
(The girls pack their things and start walking north.)
Flame:HEY!LOOK!
(The others look at what she's pointing at. It was a giant sign)
Crystal:'The villige hidden in the leaves?'
Patzie: Konohakure villige...
Flame:Maybe they have food there!LET'S GO!!!
Crystal: What do you want to do Patzie?Should we check it out?
Patzie: Yeah,Sure.
(They walk through the gate,There is hardly anyone there.They make their way to a food stand.)
Itchiraku: Hello, young ladies!How may I help you?
Patzie:Uh...We're looking for a place to um,stay?
Itchiraku:Oh, Well you'll have to see lord Hokage for that one.Sorry.
Patzie:Oh, Thank you for your help.
(They walk off to find this 'Hokage' person.Two people in creepy green jumpsuits,soup bowl hairdo's,and
bushy brows watch them)
?:Gai-Sensei!Can You sense they're chakra levels?!
Guy:Yes Lee!Very powerful chakra indeed...
----------------------------------------------------
?: Lord Hokage! There are four girls here to see you! Should I let them in?
Third Hokage: Yes,Iruka.
(The girls walk in with big smiles on their faces,which the Hokage returns. Iruka watches them from
behind.)
Patzie: Lord Hokage, My Name is Patzie Fisk. And with me are my sisters Crystal,Fade, and Flame. We
are orphans and have nowhere to go. May we stay in your villige?
Third Hokage: Are you shinobi?
Crystal:No, But we would like to be.
Hokage: ...You may stay and become Shinobi for the hidden leaf. You four follow Iruka. Iruka put each of
them in a cell.
Iruka:Which Cell sir?
Hokage: Kakashi's,Kurenai's,Asuma's and Guy's.



(They leave)
Crystal:What's going on?
Iruka: Each of you will be placed in a three-man cell to learn to become ninja.
Girls: (Gulp)
---------------------------
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